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Abstract
For the purposes of reproducing sound, the Ideal State for accuracy can be defined as “the original
sound event” itself. If a reproduction system can render a synthetic reality event equivalent in every way to
a corresponding original reality event, then it can be concluded that the Ideal State objective for accuracy
has been achieved. The audio community has pursued this goal for many years, mostly within the paradigm
of periphony, attempting to reproduce an equivalent sound field at the listener’s point of reference, relying
on peripheral sources and phantom imaging. While this approach may have an Ideal State objective, the
means for achieving such an objective is limited, especially under dynamic conditions such as the kinetic
position of a listener. In contrast, this paper proposes a paradigm that temporarily ignores the perceptual
components of the sound reproduction equation, focusing rather, on the physical source part of the
equation. The theory presented is this: if each source of sound, within an original sound event, including
secondary sources like room effects, can be discretely reproduced in their integral form and placed or
scaled according to the relative location of their counterpart in an original sound event, the resulting
composite sound field will be equivalent to the original sound field, at all points within the room or space
(no sweet spot required). This paper presents a host of enabling technologies for actualizing the proposed
paradigm, including a compound architecture for simultaneously rendering convergent-type wave fields
(e.g. surround sound) and divergent-type wave fields (e.g. point source). Other technologies presented
include a means for capturing and modeling the integral reality of a given sound source (real or synthetic),
transferring such model to another place, space, or time, then using the transferred model to synthetically
reproduce the original sound source in its integral form (integral transference). A means for juxtaposing
the integral reality model of an original event with the integral reality model of a corresponding reproduced
event is also covered. Novel applications for the proposed paradigm are discussed. Included is a novel
method for amplifying the discrete outputs of a plurality of sound sources, controlling the relationships of
these amplified outputs, and optimizing a system’s total power requirements. Intelligent reproduction
systems that can alter the rendering dynamics of a sound producing appliance in real-time are also
presented.

1. Introduction
The pursuit of the Sonic Holy Grail is well-known among acoustical scientists, audio engineers, and
audiophiles. Disciplines within the field of acoustics often define the Sonic Holy Grail in accordance with
their specific objectives. For the discipline of “sound reproduction” and for the purposes of this paper, we
will define the Sonic Holy Grail as a means for achieving the Ideal State objectives set forth in Fig. 1-1
below. The primary emphasis will be placed on the reproduction component of the Sonic Holy Grail,
however, as the reader will discover, all three components of the Sonic Holy Grail are enabled as a result of
the paradigm and technologies proposed by this paper.
The evolution of sound reproduction technology is well documented. There are many good reports on
the history of sound reproduction and the current state-of-the-art for this industry. A common thread among
these reports is the ongoing debate regarding competing surround sound formats and the surround sound
paradigm in general. Within this debate is the question, “Is surround sound, a format incubated in the film
industry, appropriate for music, or is stereo a better format for musical reproductions?”. This paper
proposes an alternative paradigm, one optimized for music, yet uncompromising for film. It is argued that a
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quantum leap in performance and an ability to achieve certain merits of the Sonic Holy Grail, can justify a
paradigm shift of this magnitude. But first, a paradigm must emerge, a paradigm reverse-engineered from
the ideal state, “reality” (in terms of accuracy). Even if we ultimately desire sound that is unreal or a
derivative of reality, we should start with an ability to reproduce an integral reality. The merits for doing so
are many and are covered in this paper.
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The Diagnostic Component
Fig. 1-1
Ideal State Objectives for Sound Reproduction

2. Background
2.1 Paradigmatic Context
2.2 Paradigmatic Distortion
2.3 Other Contextual Issues
2.4 The Simulation Perspective

2.1 Paradigmatic Context
When Thomas Edison first demonstrated the phonograph, people were amazed at how realistic his
reproduction sounded. Obviously, the concept of “realism” has changed throughout the years. Even today
there are different interpretations of what it means to be “realistic”.
The problem with trying to use a term like “realism” as a reference standard is not that it is inherently
subjective (“reality” is actually inherently objective—it can be objectively measured and modeled, e.g.
acoustical holography), but rather that it cannot be adequately synthesized in the same integral form as it
occurred during an original event. The subjective element arises when the audio community attempts to
compare various distorted synthetic realities (reproduced events) to their corresponding undistorted original
realities (original events), or harder yet, to one another. The comparison of a reproduced event A’ to its
corresponding original event A, should be an objective analysis using an integral model of the original
event as a reference standard.
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Why the evaluation of sound reproduction continues to have a subjective element under the mise of the
current paradigm can be considered a matter of “context”. The issue of context can be defined more
precisely as Paradigmatic Context, the relationship between a paradigm’s objectives and its means. For
example, one would not expect to produce a surround sound experience within the paradigm of monaural.
Neither should one expect to render a perfect reproduction using a paradigm that is designed to create only
a facsimile reproduction. Fig. 2-1 illustrates how context can vary from paradigm to paradigm, and even
within the scope of a single paradigm (system/component level context).
Paradigmatic Context
Ideal State Paradigm

Current Paradigm

(stereo, 5.1 surround sound)

System/Component Level
(for current paradigm)

Exact Duplication
(perfect)

Facsimile Reproduction
(imperfect)

Signal Fidelity
(near-perfect)

- Tonal Qualities (ideal)
- Spatial Qualities (ideal)
- Definition Qualities (ideal)
(source discreteness)

- Tonal Qualities (very good)
- Spatial Qualities (moderate)
- Definition Qualities (poor)
(source discreteness)

- Good Modularity
- Good Features and Usability
- Minimal Size and Cost

Discrete and total controllability and
programmability

Minimum controllability

Little or no controllability over sound
objects

Perfect amplification

Moderate distortion of integral
wave field
Low distortion of amplified source
signal

Low-distortion amplification
(signals)

Objective means for measuring,
modeling and juxtaposing discrete
sound events

Objective measurements, subjective
evaluation

Objective measurements, subjective
evaluation

Extremely high emotional response
(constant)

Good emotional response
(variable)

Good emotional response
(variable)

Fig. 2-1
“Sound Reproduction” Goals as a Function of Context

Ray Dolby of Dolby Laboratories is quoted as saying, “Some years ago, we reached the point at which
we can make the output sound equal the input sound. For about a century, we pursued the goal of being
able to make a perfect recording, and now that problem is solved.[1]” This may be true for a single node
input signal compared to a single node output signal, but in terms of recreating an integral soundfield with
precise intraspace dynamics, we continue to operate in a flawed paradigm, incapable of producing total
reality. It can be said that the current paradigms, stereo and surround sound, operate within a context where
the technology is near-perfect, but the paradigm is imperfect in terms of an exact rendering of an original
event or any prescribed modification thereof. The problem with such a context is that regardless of how
perfect the technology becomes, it cannot be expected to move much closer to the goal of perfect sound
reproduction, due to contextual limitations of the paradigm. When you plot cost against sonic improvement,
as in Fig. 2-2, it becomes clear that the pursuit of perfect technology in an imperfect paradigm can result in
an exponential curve indicating innovative saturation for a given paradigm (this helps explains how a highquality $10,000 sound system may sound as good or better than a high-quality $50,000 sound system,
within the current paradigm of stereo, for example).
The goal, as proposed by this paper, is to achieve a context where both the paradigm and the
technology are based on achieving the ideal state goals of perfection (perfection defined as 100%
compliance with predetermined ideal state objectives). This way, even if in practical terms, a technology
remains imperfect, at least within an operating paradigm based on perfection, it can be assumed that it is
just a matter of time before the technology also approaches perfection, eventually reconciling the two
components for full realization of ideal state objectives.
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Comparison of Old Paradigm Curve with New Paradigm Curve

This paper will show that many of the salient merits that emerge when investigating the Ideal State can
be directly or indirectly applied to more economical generalized versions for commercial applications. By
back-propagating the ideal state to current market conditions, a foundation can be established for evolving
early commercial versions of the new paradigm into more advanced versions, ultimately achieving an Ideal
State system. This process of Ideal State Devolution and its resultant evolutionary architecture is a good
example of establishing a consistent paradigmatic context within an engineering and design process,
matching system objectives with system means.

2.2 Paradigmatic Distortion
Paradigmatic distortion can be defined as any distortion to the integral form of an original sound
event, during the reproduction process, that is caused by an applied recording and reproduction paradigm.
If you assume that the technologies within a given paradigm are operating ideally (no technology-related
distortion or colorations), then under these conditions, if the reproduced sound event deviates from the
original sound event in any way, these deviations would have to be considered paradigmatic distortions.
Stereo and discrete multi-channel formats create paradigmatic distortions right from the beginning of
the recording and reproduction process. These distortions include, but are not limited to: 1) lack of true
field definition (source signals are mixed together and rely on perceptual effects for definition); 2) lack of
optimum source resolution (source rendering is via plane wave transducers, not integral wave transducers);
3) lack of spatial congruency (when source signals are mixed together, sound staging is an approximation at
best, once again relying heavily on perceptual effects); 4) lack of integral form rendering means for
nearfield sources (sources are rendered in a standard dimensionally distorted format—plane wave, which
may be acceptable for farfield rendering, but not for intimate nearfield rendering such as musical
instruments). Distortions such as these are passed down through the recording and reproduction chain, so
that each phase of the chain creates its own colorations on the original distortion created by the paradigm
itself. For example, using the “stereo” paradigm, when an original event is captured, a multi-dimensional
sound wave is represented by a two-dimensional (left/right) signal which is then mixed together with other
two-dimensional signals representing other original sound sources within the same sound event, creating a
mixture of two-dimensional signals. Once such “spatial” and “mixing” distortions have been captured and
processed they are then passed along to the storage, recall, and reproduction parts of the recording and
reproduction chain where additional colorations may be added, compounding the nature of the
paradigmatic distortions. This may explain why a given stereo recording may sound poorly recorded when
played back on reproduction system “A”, yet sound considerably better when played back on reproduction
system “B”. Sometimes it becomes a matter of one type of distortion complementing or degrading another
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form of distortion. With today’s standard, we have a crapshoot at best in terms of knowing ahead of time
whether a given recording is going to sound good on a given playback system (high-end systems add a
considerable degree of consistency and predictability in terms of sound articulation, but they are still
subject to the inconsistencies inherent in the current recording and mixing processes). The paradigm
proposed by this paper rectifies this problem by establishing reliable reference models throughout the
recording and reproduction chain so that each phase of this process and each object within a given sound
event can be harmonized and equalized with definitive accuracy.
Original Event

Reproduction Paradigm

Reproduced Event

Left
Perspective
Perspective

Stereo
Paradigm
Integral Wave Front
distorted from that of
the original event.

Perspective

Right

Perspective

Integral
Transference
Paradigm
Integral Wave Front
undistorted from that
of the original event.

Fig. 2-3
Paradigmatic Distortion

An “ideal state” resolution to these types of paradigmatic distortions would be the creation of a
paradigm in which no distortions (as a result of the paradigm) are captured, processed, or passed along to
the reproduction part of the chain. Distortion-free technologies within the paradigm must also exist.
Take the case of a sound event that is comprised of four discrete sound sources (see Fig. 2-3). In order
for this sound event to be captured, processed, and reproduced as an exact duplication of an original event,
the integral data for each discrete sound source must be captured in its three-dimensional integral form and
passed discretely on to a reproduction system capable of rendering discretely the integral data for each
sound source and the total event in its three-dimensional integral form with nothing lost from the original
event to the reproduced event. “Reality”, the original event, becomes the reference standard. In order for a
paradigm to be distortion-free, a reproduced event must replicate its corresponding original event in every
detail. This evaluation goes beyond the common concept of fidelity which compares an input signal to an
output signal. A theoretically perfect reproduction system must compare the integral data of an original
event to the integral data of a reproduced event. The events themselves must be compared not just the
signals representing them. A novel diagnostic vehicle for making such comparisons is presented in this
paper.

2.3 Other Contextual Issues
Other contextual issues must be considered as well. These are issues of paradigms within paradigms or
sub-paradigms, often times a result of protocol and/or design issues. An example of a sub-paradigm issue is
that of “perceptual” effects versus “physical” effects. Perceptual methods of sound reproduction are
designed to trick the ear into perceiving certain elements such as spatial qualities and sound stage. Physical
objectives for reproduction are focused on physically reproducing source dynamics including primary
sources (sound producing entities) and secondary sources (sound effecting entities like room acoustics). In
the past, the physical aspects of the reproduction equation have been limited due to limitations in the
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number of channels available for transmitting acoustical datastreams and the availability of bandwidth for
articulating reproduced sound events. With more channels and more bandwidth on the increase, they will
soon no longer be a limiting factor and as a result the physical aspects of the sound reproduction equation
can take on a more dominant role. The rule of thumb has always been, use perceptual effects to help
compensate for limitations in the physical domain. The paradigm proposed by this paper abolishes the
physical limitations of the past paradigms and proposes a redefined role for the use of perceptual effects.
Another example of a sub-paradigm issue is the “film” paradigm versus the “music” paradigm. The
film paradigm utilizes surround sound very well because, with the exception of dialog, most of the
soundtrack is a far-field, moving, dynamic type of sound field (e.g. traffic, outdoor environments, etc.) or
an ambient-related sound field, both of which do well with surround sound formats. Music, on the other
hand, is typically a stationary sound event, usually in the near-field (the reproduction domain), and usually
with a more divergent type wave front as opposed to a convergent type wave front created from far-field
reproductions used in the film industry. The ambience component of music and other reverberant effects
are of a convergent nature and should be addressed accordingly, but the direct sound for musical events
should be reproduced using a divergent sound reproduction means. This lays the groundwork for a
compound rendering means where both convergent and divergent rendering means can work together to
reproduce the precise intraspace dynamics of a given sound event. Sub-paradigm issues such as these must
be harmonized in accordance with the goals of the broader reproduction paradigm if the paradigmatic
context is to be optimized and the paradigmatic distortion minimized or eliminated.
One cannot leave the issue of context without discussing the objectivism vs. subjectivism issue. The
history of this dichotomy is well known. One of the questions at issue is this: will the evaluation of a
reproduced sound event always include a certain amount of subjective analysis or will we ever be able to
objectively measure and quantify a sound event to a degree of accuracy that meets or exceeds the
capabilities of the human ear? Within current state-of-the-art paradigms, objective measurements can be
made (e.g. input signal vs. output signal), but the comprehensive evaluation of a given sound event remains
somewhat subjective primarily because of an incomplete context—the evaluation is a comparison between
an integral form (original event) and a facsimile form (reproduced event). Only when the reproduction
system can generate a synthetic sound event in the same integral form as an original event can we expect to
render an objective evaluation of the reproduced event. Subjectivity will always play a role in determining
which variations, deviations, etc. to an original event are preferable from one person to the next, but the
quantifiable evaluation of a reality event and its corresponding synthetic event, should ultimately be an
objective analysis. The Ideal State paradigm proposed by this paper provides a solid foundation for
differentiating the objective and subjective elements of sound reproduction.

2.4 The Simulation Perspective
Another form of contextual confusion within the sound reproduction arena is the clash between the
“you are there” sub-paradigm and the “they are here” sub-paradigm. This issue can be addressed from the
perspective of “simulation” since all reproductions are a type of simulation. The dominant train of thought
within the film and sound industries is to produce simulations that give you a sense of “being there”, thus
the “you are there” label. However, taking a closer look at the dynamics of simulation, it becomes apparent
that a simulation is ultimately brought to a place where a consumer is, to his home, to a commercial theater,
etc., and as such, an element of “they are here” must be factored into the simulation equation. This is
especially true in the music-only domain where often times no visual information accompanies the audio
information and the rendering of the musical instruments is usually staged in front of you, not around you.
After all, if a person is experiencing a studio simulation, as in the case of a studio recording, the individual
musical instruments must still be simulated to near perfection where the consumer actually is, in his home
for example. The key is scaling the event appropriately and reproducing an equivalent ambience to go
along with the precise source reproductions.
Therefore, it can be said that simulations, in general, require a “they are here” means to create the
ultimate “you are there” illusion. While this may sound somewhat simplistic, it is a perspective that is often
overlooked in the film and music industries. Most of the time, the attention is focused on the consumer’s
perception of events rather than the physical reconstruction of the sources that created the events to begin
with. Ideally, both methods should be employed optimally. This paper proposes such a method.
Ambience is one of the key factors for producing effective “you are there” illusions. After all, how can
one be convinced of listening to a “live” event in a concert hall if the ambience from the live event and/or
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the venue ambience are distorted or deleted. The technologies presented in this paper are designed to
reproduce ambience accurately and when required, discretely. Unlike today’s discrete multi-channel
surround sound technologies which combine primary sources and ambience together (permanently), the
technologies proposed in this paper provide an optional means for capturing and transferring ambience
discretely in addition to the discrete transfer of primary sound sources. There are many advantages for
processing ambience discretely. First, the ambience can be controlled, conditioned, or modified as desired
without effecting the performance of the primary sound sources which are also captured, transferred, and
reproduced discretely. Secondly, when the ambience component of a recording is transferred discretely it
can be reproduced using an architecture optimized for ambience reproduction, usually a far-field
convergent type wave front reproduction means. Most surround sound technologies are ideal for these types
of reproductions. In contrast, for musical instruments and other near-field stationary sound sources, a
divergent wave field synthesis means may be more appropriate. This paper will introduce a compound
architecture for reproducing both near-field and far-field sound sources simultaneously, just as they occur
in their original state. By handling the ambience source discretely, it can be transferred and reproduced in
its optimum form without forcing other near-field sources to use the ambience architecture inappropriately
or out of context.

INTEGRAL TRANSFERENCE

3. The Theory
3.1 Premises
3.1.1 Ideal State Paradigm Defined
3.1.2 Integral Transference Defined
3.1.3 Integral Form Defined
3.1.4 Integral Hyperization Defined
An ideal state paradigm can be defined as a paradigm which achieves the ideal objectives for a given
function. In the field of sound reproduction there are a variety of ideal objectives (see Fig. 1-1 for a general
list). The integral transference paradigm focuses first on achieving the objective for integral accuracy, that
is an ability to reproduce the precise comprehensive dynamics of an original sound event via synthetic
means. There are many reasons why this capability is important, not the least of which is an ability to
faithfully reproduce music and other precision sound events. Using reality as a reference model helps to
establish an objective standard for evaluating reproductions in both integral and derivative forms, as well as
establishing a reference point from which modifications to reality can be described. If we can perfect the
reproduction of “reality” (the original event) then we should be able to precisely reproduce anything that
we can capture, model or define. To be discussed later in this paper, the process and means for perfecting
“reality” also leads us to breakthroughs in amplification, scalability, and standardization.
Integral transference is the process of transferring a sound event from one place, space, and time, to
another place, space, and time, with little or no distortion to the integral form of an original event. The
reproduced sound event should be equivalent in every detail to a corresponding original sound event.
Modifications to an original event can be actualized via a modification means, but the applied
modifications should be specified in terms of how they deviate from the integral form of an original event.
By establishing this protocol, the integral form of an original event becomes a reference standard by which
all reproductions for that event are gauged and by which all modifications can be specified. Generalizations
can be applied, but the reference protocol remains the same.
Integral transference is not limited to the integral form of an original event, or even its modified form.
It can also include forms that are created in the cyber domain, electronic sounds with no particular natural
form. This, however, does not change the objective for integral transference. The transfer function remains
intact. The objective is to transfer a given sound, whether it has a natural origin or not, from one place,
space, and time, to another place, space, and time, duplicating it precisely as it exists in its originally
produced form (integral form).
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As an example, if the performance of a four piece band (e.g. three instruments, one vocal) is recorded
and reproduced in its integral form, the reproduced event should consist of the same intraspace dynamics
as the original event. Since the original event is comprised of four discrete sound sources producing threedimensional integral wave fronts, each one at a specific location in space, the reproduced event should also
be comprised of four discrete sources with three-dimensional integral wave fronts at the same relative
locations as their counterparts in the original event (see Fig. 3-1). It can be said that the micro dynamics are
produced by each of the discrete sources and the macro dynamics are produced by the symphony of the
discrete sources and their relative spatial congruency. The example cited assumes anechoic conditions. If
the conditions are other than anechoic, the reverberant field and the sources that generate it (i.e. walls)
would be considered micro sources and would contribute to the formulation of the macro and intraspace
dynamics.
Integral form can be defined as “comprehensive data representing original form”. In the acoustical
domain, it is the complete calculus of a sound source or sound event. The integral form of an individual
entity (micro domain) would be the complete physical acoustical data, including three-dimensional wave
propagation, associated with that entity. The integral form of a complex sound event, consisting of multiple
entities in a larger space (macro domain), would be the physical acoustical data associated with each of the
individual entities integrated over the entire space as a function of time.

Piano

Piano
Drums

Vocals

Saxaphone

Original Event

Integral
Transference
Function

Vocals

Drums

Saxaphone

Reproduced Event

Fig. 3-1
Integral Transference Function

Integral Hyperization is defined as any function applied to a sound source’s natural integral wave that
alters it beyond its natural limitations while maintaining its unique sonic properties. If a given sound source
is modeled in its integral form using a three-dimensional diagnostic vehicle such as the one presented in
this paper, a hyperization function would be any extension of the source’s natural state model such as
amplification, attenuation, or macro/micro scaling. A synthetic sound source has many advantages over its
natural source counterpart. A synthetic source can be scaled up or down according to a playback venue’s
specifications. It can be amplified or attenuated to levels beyond a natural source’s capabilities. Other
modifications can occur as well. Integral hyperization ideally first occurs in the modeling domain where a
three-dimensional integral model of a given sound source can be manipulated beyond the boundaries of its
corresponding natural source. For example, if we can model a given sound source’s integral output, and we
can amplify such output in the modeling domain to a predetermined level. We can then use the amplified
model as a blueprint for engineering an optimum rendering appliance for synthesizing the same model via a
synthetic rendering means. The same process can be applied when scaling a sound source for small
applications (e.g. automobiles), large venue applications (e.g. outdoor theaters), and all points in between.

3.2 Governing Dynamics
3.2.1 Point Source Theorem
3.2.2 Integral Soundfield Theorem
3.2.3 The Diagnostic Vehicle
3.2.4 Macro/Micro Relationships
3.2.5 The Huygens’ Principle
3.2.1 Point Source Theorem
It is well known that sound waves travel in all directions from a point in space when sound is produced
(imagine a pulsating sphere, Fig. 3-2). This is commonly referred to as a point source event. Because sound
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naturally propagates in this manner, it can be concluded that in order for a synthetic sound event to match
the precise dynamics of a corresponding original event, it too should propagate sound waves in all
directions in the same manner. If an original source acts as a pulsating sphere with integral wavefront Z,
then so should a synthetic source act as a pulsating sphere with integral wavefront Z (the proposed
paradigm’s first objective is to duplicate reality; if modifications to reality are more desirable, they can be
introduced later, but because of the paradigm’s goal to first establish an objective reference standard, it is
important to start with an exact rendering of “reality”).
The most ideal case for modeling a sound source is actually a pulsating shell, a diaphragm the shape of
an original sound source pulsating in a manner equivalent to the source distribution of the real object’s
surface conditions. The pulsating shell quickly evolves into a spherical wave, but in terms of velocity,
pressure, and precise directivity in the very nearfield, the ideal shape for an ideal state model is a shape
congruent to the shape of the actual source, thus the pulsating shell.
In most cases, the pulsating sphere is accurate in terms of representing a precise model of a point
source. However, there are some applications where a pulsating shell may prove to be more precise,
especially when amplification is involved. Such dynamics and their corresponding relationships are
discussed in section 3.5 Integral Hyperization.

Fig. 3-2
Pulsating Sphere

3.2.2 Integral Soundfield Theorem
If a single sound source can be described as a pulsating sphere, then a soundfield comprised of
multiple sound sources can be described as a plurality of pulsating spheres (see Fig. 3-3). The integral
soundfield theorem establishes that a given soundfield can be modeled as a series of discrete point source
events, integrated together via time, space, and dimension to form an integral soundfield. This theorem lays
the foundation for the integral transference paradigm to reproduce a given soundfield by recreating each of
the plurality of point source events discretely, resulting in a duplication of a given soundfield’s precise
intraspace acoustical dynamics. In real-world applications, secondary sources like room effects must also
be modeled and included in the integral soundfield model.

Fig. 3-3
Plurality of Pulsating Spheres

3.2.3 The Diagnostic Vehicle
A key to actualizing point source and integral soundfields is the establishment of a diagnostic vehicle
for capturing and modeling point source events and integral soundfield events comprised of multiple point
source events occurring simultaneously. Presented in this paper is a diagnostic vehicle that is capable of
providing the integral data needed to construct such models (see Fig. 3-4). These models can be used to
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help synthesize an artificial means for reproducing the exact intraspace dynamics created by reality or any
other captured original sound event. The corresponding synthetic event can also be captured and modeled
using the same diagnostic vehicle as the original event, thus providing an objective means for juxtaposing
and differentiating sound events. In the case of sources in motion and dynamic soundfields, each moment
in time is a snapshot of a soundfield and its discrete parts. An integral soundfield model becomes the
calculus of this data integrated over time.

Fig. 3-4
Diagnostic Vehicle for Synthesizing an Equivalent Point Source
for Later Insertion into a Complex Event

3.2.4 Macro/Micro Relationships
Macro/Micro relationships are important to the integral transference paradigm because of the calculus
method used by the paradigm to describe a given soundfield. Using this method, a macro soundfield can be
defined as the calculus of all of the micro soundfields within a given region (soundfield). A micro
soundfield can be defined as the nearfield acoustical dynamics for each discrete source within a macro
soundfield (see Fig. 3-5). While the macro/micro relationships are defined by an original event, the ability
to control these relationships creates a whole new set of dynamics for the playback part of the recording
and reproduction equation. Sound engineers and eventually consumers will have the option of reproducing
reality or any desired modification to it, according to personal taste, or according to predetermined criteria
established by an artist or producer. Because of the paradigm’s ability to control each and every parameter
of an acoustical reproduction, including the behavior of discrete sources during playback, the relationship
between the macro and micro domains introduces a new set of dynamics to be controlled and customized.
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Field
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Fig. 3-5
Macro/Micro Integral Soundfield
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3.2.5 Huygens’ Principle
Christian Huygens, a contemporary of Newton’s, proposed a theory that states that every point on a
wavefront is the source of new wavelets and the new wavefront is the envelope of these wavelets.
Furthermore, the advancing wavefront degrades from a curve shape to a more planar-shape, the further it
travels from a source (see Fig. 3-6). This is an important concept in terms of rendering nearfield and
farfield acoustical reproductions accurately. Nearfield reproductions require a rendering architecture that
reproduces a more dimensional wave front than what would be needed for farfield reproductions. This
paper proposes a compound rendering architecture for rendering nearfield and farfield sources
simultaneously, in accordance with their natural wave fronts.

Nearfield

Farfield

Fig. 3-6
Huygens’ Principle and Wavefront Evolution

3.3 Supermodularization
3.3.1 The Perfect Architecture
3.3.2 The Supermodularization Protocol
3.3.3 Primary Modules
3.3.4 Supplemental Modules
3.3.1 The Perfect Architecture
In a recent article by Cade Metz of PC Magazine titled “The Perfect Architecture”, Mr. Metz refers to
“modularization” as an essential salient characteristic for optimizing the control of any complex
architecture. He points out that object-oriented computing and the computer languages it inspired is a good
example of intelligent modularization.
“When Alan Kay first used this file system as a new recruit at Randolph in 1961, he knew it
was clever, but he didn't completely appreciate its importance until several years had passed... Kay
caught on, though, when he realized that this innovative file system could not only open up the
lines of communication between machines but also improve the way entire software applications
were designed.
Within six years, in Kay's hands at Xerox PARC, this idea evolved into object-oriented
programming, the revolutionary computing concept that is the foundation for most of today's highlevel software development languages, including C++ and Java. Mimicking the Randolph system,
this new approach involved dividing a program into a series of modules, which Kay called objects,
each one a little nugget of data and instructions that performs a specific task, and each fronted by a
simple interface.” [2]

Mr. Metz goes on to point out that Alan Kay’s favorite metaphor for his programming language is a
biological system.
“The most obvious parallel is the human body, which is divided into trillions of cells, each
performing its own specialized task. Like objects in software produced with object-oriented
programming, human cells don't know what goes on inside one another, but they can communicate
nevertheless, working together to perform more complex tasks. "This is an almost foolproof way of
operating," Kay says.
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By mimicking biology in this way, we can minimize many of the problems inherent to the
construction of a complex computing system. A developer can focus on one simple module at a
time, making sure it works properly, and move on to the next. Not only is building a system this
way easier, but the system will be much more reliable. And when it does break down, it's simpler to
fix, because problems are typically contained within individual modules, which can be repaired or
replaced quickly.
Whether the first room-filling machines, minicomputers, personal computers, PDAs,
Microsoft Word, or the Internet, each generation has created ever more complex systems by piecing
together ever simpler subsets.” [3]

The PC Magazine article then applies the modular theory to other applications and inventions like the
integrated circuit and more recently, the internet.
“The Internet is, at least by today's standards, the most perfect network and perhaps the most
perfect parallel to a biological system. It has yet to match the 100 trillion cells that make up the
human body, but the Internet now includes several hundred million computers that have gradually
become more specialized.” [4]

The Integral Transference paradigm is another example of applying modular theory to a complex
architecture, in this case an architecture designed for deconstructing, transferring, and reconstructing
acoustical events. Within the Integral Transference paradigm, this modular theory is referred to as
supermodularization.
3.3.2 The Supermodularization Protocol
Supermodularization (SMIT) is based on the concept of breaking down a sound event into its integral
parts (see Fig. 3-3) for the purposes of deconstructing, transferring, and reconstructing a given sound event.
This process begins with the identification and segregation of object modules, defined as primary and
secondary sound sources within a defined soundfield. The SMIT protocol then breaks down object modules
into their integral parts, called sector modules. Sector modules can be broken down into their integral parts
called element modules, the bottom of the SMIT chain. Object, sector, and element modules are classified as
primary modules, linked together by a hierarchy protocol.
Space and INTEL modules are classified as supplemental modules because they refer to supplemental
aspects of a source and event reproduction, like coordinate data, movement algorithms, metadata, etc.
Space modules determine spatial context for other modules, such as near-field status, far-field status,
movement algorithms, and other space-related factors. INTEL modules are modules that run parallel to
other modules carrying metadata packets associated with each module and associated with the general
INTEL code transmitted throughout a network. INTEL modules can also be embedded in or transmitted in
conjunction with acoustical datastreams over the same network. Either way, the INTEL modules serve an
important role in optimizing the architecture needed to transfer and render complex sound events according
to the integral transference protocol.
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Fig. 3-7
Supermodularization Protocol

3.3.3 Primary Modules
Primary modules are related to sound producing objects and/or sound affecting objects within a given
soundfield. This includes object modules, sector modules, and element modules, each one directly related
to the production of sound waves. One objective of the SMIT protocol within the integral transference
paradigm is to transfer objects and their sound producing capabilities from one place, space, and time to
another place, space, and time. This is accomplished by deconstructing an object during the capture phase,
dividing it into sectors and elements (each one contributing acoustical and spatial data to an integral form
model), then reconstructing the sectors and elements during the reproduction phase according to an original
event’s integral model.
Object modules are classified as discrete sound producing entities (primary sound sources) and discrete
sound affecting entities (secondary sound sources) within a given sound event. Ambience, a secondary
source, is an object module that can be reproduced discretely or together within a primary source object
module. Either way the objective is to transfer the integral form of primary and secondary objects within an
original event to another place, space, and time for integral form reproduction. By segregating object
modules throughout the recording and reproduction process, the rendering means for each object module
can be customized, allowing for discrete duplications of each object’s original integral wave form, or any
desired derivative thereof. In addition, each object module can be separately controlled and/or equalized
during playback as a result of the segregated transfer protocol.
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Primary Source Transference of Object Modules
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Primary Source (a, b, c) + Secondary Source (d) Transference of Object Modules

Sector modules are modules which cover the surface area of a SMIT capture or reproduction appliance.
In terms of capturing the integral form of an object module, imagine a grid that covers the surface area of
an object. Within that grid each piece of the grid is a sector. The size and shape of such sectors are
dependent on engineering criteria established during the object module’s design function. In terms of a
standard means for capturing and reproducing any sound source, a spherical grid can be used as a reference
standard for the surface area. Congruent surface areas which are shapes congruent to the shape of a source
can also be used, but for the sake of discussion in this paper we will focus primarily on spherically shaped
capture and reproduction appliances. A sphere can be divided into sectors and within each sector are
elements which are fundamental sound producing devices. Sometimes a sector may equal one element,
other times a sector may be comprised of multiple elements, depending on the engineering criteria used to
optimize the sectors and elements in terms of rendering a given integral wave dynamic.
Element modules are the most basic module, consisting of a single sound producing component, power
producing component, or some other signal processing, signal conditioning component. Element modules
can work together to change the dynamics of a sector module which in turn can work together to change the
dynamics of an object module. When a plurality of object modules comprise a given soundfield, the
soundfield can be defined as the integration of all object modules in relation to space and time.
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3.3.4 Supplemental Modules
Supplemental modules are comprised of space modules and INTEL modules, both different from
primary modules in the sense that they do not rely on the hierarchical relationship associated with object
modules (object sector element)
Space modules determine the absolute or relative locations of object modules within a given sound
event. Space modules also determine the spatial context between sources and listeners. For instance, if an
object module is in the near-field close to the listener then the space module would define a near-field
rendering apparatus for the rendering of that object. Space modules can also relate to movement algorithms
that specify the relative position and location of object modules and how they move in space relative to the
listener and relative to one another. Space modules can operate independently of the object, sector, and
element modules according to the engineering specifications of a desired reproduction based upon
predetermined criteria. Space modules also play an important role in the rendering of complex sound fields
where primary and secondary sound sources coexist in both the nearfield and farfield, some moving while
others may be stationary.
INTEL modules are part of a parallel network that controls the flow of acoustical datastreams and the
many modules throughout the transfer and rendering architecture that are responsible for translating
acoustical code into physically reconstructed sound waves and soundfields. INTEL modules can range
from simple switching mechanisms to sophisticated artificial intelligence appliances capable of changing a
system’s rendering dynamics from one moment to the next. Other functions for INTEL modules also exist
and are covered in section 3.6.2, The INTEL Network.

3.4 Integral Reality Synthesis
3.4.1 Micro Integral Reality
3.4.2 Macro Integral Reality
3.4.3 Compound Integral Reality
3.4.1 Micro Integral Reality
Integral reality can be defined as the complete calculus of a reality event. In the acoustical domain,
integral reality can be defined as the total physical acoustical energy projected onto an imaginary or real
sphere circumventing a given sound source or sound event, usually in the nearfield domain. For complex
soundfields, consisting of a plurality of primary and secondary sound sources, each with their own micro
integral realities, the complete calculus for such a field (macro integral reality) can be determined as a
composite event (imaginary or real sphere surrounding entire field) or as a plurality of discrete events
integrated to form the same composite event (however with much higher degree of definition, resolution,
and controllability).
The scientific community uses nearfield acoustical holography (NAH) to model the holographic
acoustical dynamics of a soundfield, usually as part of an engineering or design study for improving the
acoustical characteristics of a given sound source (e.g. engine noise). The Integral Transference theory and
its related technologies utilize NAH for a very different purpose: synthesis of an equivalent integral reality
event produced by a synthetic appliance projecting the same physical acoustical properties from a point
source as those produced by a corresponding original sound source. The same diagnostic vehicle used to
capture and model the original source can be used to capture and model the synthetic source resulting in an
objective means for determining reproduction accuracy.
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Integral Reality Synthesis

To reproduce the integral reality an original sound source (e.g. musical instruments), one needs to
know the outgoing (or propagating) field only over a circumscribing sphere, and fit that field with the array
subject to convergence criteria on the sphere surface. If this field is fit with sufficient convergence, the field
will continue to propagate within the playback environment as if the original instrument were actually
playing within this volume.
Thus, in one case, an outgoing sound field on enclosing surface Ra has either been obtained in an
anechoic environment or reverberatory effects of a bounding medium have been removed from the acoustic
pressure P(a). This may be done by separating the sound field into its outgoing and incoming components.
This may be performed by measuring the sound event, for example, within an anechoic environment, or by
removing the reverberatory effects of the recording environment in a known manner. For example, the
reverberatory effects can be removed in a known manner using techniques from spherical holography. For
example, this requires the measurement of the surface pressure and velocity on two concentric spherical
surfaces. This will permit a formal decomposition of the fields using spherical harmonics, and a
determination of the outgoing and incoming components comprising the reverberatory field. In this event,
we can replace the original source with an equivalent distribution of sources within enclosing surface Ra.
Other methods may also be used.
By introducing a function Hij(S), and defining it as the transfer function between source point "i" (of
the equivalent source distribution) to field point "j" (on the enclosing surface Ra), and denoting the column
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vector of inputs to the sources Ti (S), i=1, 2 . . . N, as X, the column vector of acoustic pressures P(a)j j=1,
2, . . . N, on enclosing surface Ra as P, and the N×N transfer function matrix as H, then a solution for the
independent inputs required for the equivalent source distribution to reproduce the acoustic pressure P(a)
on enclosing surface Ra may be expressed as follows
X=H -1 P

(Eqn. 1)

Given a knowledge of the acoustic pressure P(a) on the enclosing surface Ra, and a knowledge of the
transfer function matrix (H), a solution for the inputs X may be obtained from Eqn. (1), subject to the
condition that the matrix H-1 is nonsingular.
The spatial distribution of the equivalent source distribution may be a volumetric array of sound
sources, or the array may be placed on the surface of a spherical structure, for example, but is not so
limited. Determining factors for the relative distribution of the source distribution in relation to the
enclosing surface Ra may include that they lie within enclosing surface Ra, that the inversion of the transfer
function matrix, H-1, is nonsingular over the entire frequency range of interest, or other factors. The
behavior of this inversion is connected with the spatial situation and frequency response of the sources
through the appropriate Green's Function in a straightforward manner.
The equivalent source distributions may comprise one or more of:
a) piezoceramic transducers,
b) Polyvinyldine Flouride (PVDF) actuators,
c) Mylar sheets,
d) vibrating panels with specific modal distributions,
e) standard electroacoustic transducers,
with various responses, including frequency, amplitude, and other responses, sufficient for the specific
requirements (e.g., over a frequency range from about 20 Hz to about 20 kHz.
Concerning the number of sources in the equivalent source distribution for the reproduction of acoustic
pressure P(a), it is seen from Eqn. (1) that as many sources may be required as there are measurement
locations on enclosing surface Ra According to an embodiment of the invention, there may be more or less
sources when compared to measurement locations. Other embodiments may also be used.
Concerning the directivity and amplitude variational capabilities of the array, it is an object of this
paradigm to allow for increasing amplitude while maintaining the same spatial directivity characteristics of
a lower amplitude response. This may be accomplished in the manner of solution as demonstrated in Eqn.
1, wherein now we multiply the matrix P by the desired scalar amplitude factor, while maintaining the
original, relative amplitudes of acoustic pressure P(a) on enclosing surface Ra.
It is another object of this paradigm to vary the spatial directivity characteristics from the actual directivity
pattern. This may be accomplished in a straightforward manner as in beam forming methods.
According to another aspect of the paradigm, the stored model of the sound field may be selectively
recalled to create a sound event that is substantially the same as, or a purposely modified version of, the
modeled and stored sound. The created sound event may be implemented by defining a predetermined
geometrical surface (e.g., a spherical surface) and locating an array of loudspeakers over the geometrical
surface. The loudspeakers are preferably driven by a plurality of independent inputs in a manner to cause a
sound field of the created sound event to have desired parameters at an enclosing surface (for example a
spherical surface) that encloses (or partially encloses) the loudspeaker array. In this way, the modeled
sound field can be recreated with the same or similar parameters (e.g., amplitude and directivity pattern)
over an enclosing surface. Preferably, the created sound event is produced using an explosion type sound
source, i.e., the sound radiates outwardly from the plurality of loudspeakers over 360° or some portion
thereof.
One advantage of the proposed paradigm is that once a sound source has been modeled for a plurality
of sounds and a sound library has been established, the sound reproduction equipment can be located where
the sound source used to be to avoid the need for the sound source, or to duplicate the sound source,
synthetically as many times as desired.
The proposed paradigm takes into consideration the magnitude and direction of an original sound field
over a spherical, or other surface, surrounding the original sound source. A synthetic sound source (for
example, an inner spherical speaker cluster) can then reproduce the precise magnitude and direction of the
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original sound source at each of the individual transducer locations. The integral of all of the transducer
locations (or segments) mathematically equates to a continuous function which can then determine the
magnitude and direction at any point along the surface, not just the points at which the transducers are
located.
The accuracy of a reconstructed sound field can be objectively determined by capturing and modeling
the synthetic sound event using the same capture apparatus configuration and process as used to capture the
original sound event. The synthetic sound source model can then be juxtaposed with the original sound
source model to determine the precise differentials between the two models. The accuracy of the sonic
reproduction can be expressed as a function of the differential measurements between the synthetic sound
source model and the original sound source model.
Alternatively, the synthetic sound source can be manipulated in a variety of ways to alter the original
sound field. For example, the sound projected from the synthetic sound source can be rotated with respect
to the original sound field without physically moving the spherical speaker cluster. Additionally, the
volume output of the synthetic source can be increased beyond the natural volume output levels of the
original sound source. Additionally, the sound projected from the synthetic sound source can be narrowed
or broadened by changing the algorithms of the individually powered loudspeakers within the spherical
network of loudspeakers. Various other alterations or modifications of the sound source can be
implemented.
By considering the original sound source to be a point source within an enclosing surface Ra, simple
processing can be performed to model and reproduce the sound.
According to an embodiment, the sound capture occurs in an anechoic chamber or an open air
environment with support structures for mounting the encompassing transducers. However, if other sound
capture environments are used, known signal processing techniques can be applied to compensate for room
effects. However, with larger numbers of transducers, the "compensating algorithms" can be somewhat
more complex.
Once the playback system is designed based on given criteria, it can, from that point forward, be
modified for various purposes, including compensation for acoustical deficiencies within the playback
venue, personal preferences, macro/micro projections, and other purposes. An example of macro/micro
projection is designing a synthetic sound source for various venue sizes. For example, a macro projection
may be applicable when designing a synthetic sound source for an outdoor amphitheater. A micro
projection may be applicable for an automobile venue. Amplitude extension is another example of
macro/micro projection. This may be applicable when designing a synthetic sound source to perform 10 or
20 times the amplitude (loudness) of the original sound source. Additional purposes for modification may
be narrowing or broadening the beam of projected sound (i.e., 360° reduced to 180°, etc.), altering the
volume, pitch, or tone to interact more efficiently with the other individual sound sources within the same
soundfield, or other purposes. [5]
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Fig. 3-11
Distributed Wavefield Synthesis
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3.4.2 Macro Integral Reality
In the case of a macro sound event where a plurality of sound sources are present (e.g. a musical event)
the integral reality of the macro event can be determined as a whole (spherical boundary circumventing the
macro space) or as a compilation of multiple micro events (integral reality models for individual sound
sources integrated together)(see Fig. 3-12). The latter case is the most proficient means for calculating the
macro integral reality because it proposes a more modular approach and operates within the nearfield
domain which provides better definition and resolution in terms of modeling individual integral realities.
The ITVXT theory relies on an integrated modular approach, reproducing discrete integral realities, based on
the distributive principle that a macro sound event is comprised of the sum of its primary and secondary
sound sources.
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Fig. 3-12
Macro/Micro Integral Soundfield

3.4.3 Compound Integral Reality
A compound integral reality can be defined as two or more micro integral realities superimposed or
combined to form a single integral reality based on the composite data. While the ideal state approach
implies that each primary sound source (sound producing entity) and secondary sound source (sound
affecting entity) should retain a discrete capture, transfer, and reproduction means, there are ways in which
certain objects can be combined together in the modeling domain and ultimately in the rendering domain
based on predetermined criteria. For instance, if a given reproduction system maintains a limited rendering
means, say three discrete channels, and the original sound event is comprised of six discrete sources. The
discrete integral reality models of common sound sources can be combined together and rendered through a
generalized integral wave rendering appliance (see Fig. 3-13).
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Combining Common Integral Models to Form a Generalized Rendering Means

For optimum soundfield definition and sound source resolution, each discrete sound source should
ideally maintain a segregated rendering means. If combinations do have to occur, it is best if the grouping
takes place among sources with common integral wave characteristics. One such solution could be the
introduction of a commercially viable seven channel system with each channel dedicated to one of the
following musical groups: 1) strings, 2) brass, 3) horns, 4) woodwinds, 5) bass, 6) percussion, and 7)
vocals. Each group could utilize a rendering means customized according to the composite dynamics of all
or most of the sources that fall into that group. A universal rendering means for each group could be
designed and fabricated accordingly. There are many other ways in which common sound sources can be
combined together to produce generalized integral waves according to the combined integral wave models
of original sources. Hybrid systems which combine Integral Transference appliances with more traditional
type appliances (e.g. stereo speakers) can be easily derived and utilized when applicable. More information
on this process is provided in section 4.5 (Modular Design Function) of this paper.
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Integral Modeling

3.5 Integral Hyperization
3.5.1 Integral Wave Dynamics
3.5.2 Amplification/Attenuation/Scalability
3.5.3 Modification Domain
3.5.4 Cyber Domain
3.5.1 Integral Wave Dynamics
As mentioned in section 3.1 Premises, Integral Hyperization is the process of synthetically reproducing
a sources integral sound wave in a manner that exceeds the boundaries of a sound source’s natural
capabilities. For instance, since an acoustic guitar can only play so loud without some form of electronic
amplification, hyperization of an acoustic guitar would apply when a synthetic means is used to amplify,
attenuate, or scale the integral acoustical output of a real guitar. Integral hyperization occurs when a
synthetic output remains equivalent in every way to a sound source’s natural output except for appropriate
changes in amplitude and/or scaling. Modifications to a source’s integral wave dynamics can be made
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within the hyperization protocol, but the initial objective is to duplicate the precise integral wave properties
of a given source at various degrees of amplitude and scale, first in the modeling domain, then in the
rendering domain.
3.5.2 Amplification/Attenuation/Scalability
One segment of the sound reproduction equation that has gone virtually unchanged throughout the last
20 years is amplification. Sound amplification has always been an input/output function where the output
signal is intended to equal the input signal at an elevated level. But what if the input signal does not
adequately represent the sound event to be reproduced? If the input signal suffers from paradigmatic
distortion, then the output signal will be an amplified version of this distortion. On the other hand, if we
attempt to amplify an integral model of a source’s output, the resulting output model will be a precise
amplification of the original source model. The ability to physically render sound based on such models is a
key enabling technology for integral hyperization and a key part of the ITVXT technology. Integral
hyperization also applies to attenuation and scaling.
3.5.3 Modification Domain
It should be pointed out that there is a difference between hyperizing the integral model of a sound
source and modifying such a model. Hyperization occurs when the original model is projected for purposes
of amplification and scalability, but otherwise retains the precise characteristics of an original sound
source’s integral wave dynamics. Modifications occur when an integral wave is altered in a fashion that
changes the salient characteristics of a source’s integral wave. For instance, if full range radiation patterns
are not desirable for a given source and through a modification means one half of an integral model is
deleted or switched off, this would be considered a modification. Another example of a modification to a
natural source’s integral wave is when changes to a source’s tonal qualities are altered through controls like
a dynamic control means or a graphic equalizer.
The modification domain should play a big role in optimizing the intraspace dynamics of a given
soundfield comprised of multiple sound sources and variable room dynamics. It will also be key to
establishing personal preferences models and (E)gorithms (algorithms that alter the articulation dynamics
of a sound system based on personalized parameters). The key to making these subjective functions
objective is to define such modifications in terms of how they deviate from the integral form of an original
sound source or an agreed upon reference model. This is one reason why it is so important to first establish
an ability to reproduce an integral wave form before moving on to altered wave forms, even if it has been
established that altered forms are more desirable. First establish “the whole”, then establish a protocol for
describing alterations in terms of how they deviate from “the whole”. “The whole” (or “the integral”)
serves as an objective reference standard.
3.5.4 Cyber Domain
Creating an integral model of a natural sound source like an acoustical guitar is one thing but how do
we capture and model the integral form of an unnatural sound source like electronically produced sounds?
The answer to this question is not as difficult as one might expect. It is all a matter of defining a sound
source based on the salient properties that do exist (e.g. tonal qualities, harmonics, pitch, etc.) and then
assigning the properties that are missing, like spatial qualities, dimensional qualities, etc., according to an
artist’s or producer’s desires. One way to do this is by using the same diagnostic vehicle and corresponding
rendering appliances as previously mentioned to synthesize the known qualities while experimenting with
the unknown qualities until a desired effect is accomplished. At this point you would model the source in
its integral form in the same manner as a natural sound source. This type of experimental modeling of
electronic sounds and other types of unnatural sounds, the cyber domain, opens the door for all types of
personalized sound sources and provides an objective means for defining them. Once they have been
defined in their integral form, the objective for reproduction is the same as for any other source, integral
accuracy. If you identify a particular cyber sound source (e.g. electronic drum) that you would like to use in
your ensemble (original event), the objective for reproduction is to reproduce with accuracy the precise
sound you have defined. Granted, a consumer will be able to alter it during playback, but at least it will
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initially be rendered exactly the way an artist produced it during the initial composition. This type of
articulation reference system is the subject of a separate patent application.
The cyber domain presents a plethora of opportunities for experimental sound sources to emerge. As
stated, the key is establishing an objective means and protocol for defining these new sounds so that they
can be accurately reproduced and hyperized (amplified, scaled, etc.), according to the original model
defined by an artist, producer, or consumer.

3.6 The Transfer Architecture
3.6.1 Discrete Transfer Means
3.6.2 The INTEL Network
3.6.3 Compound Rendering Means
3.6.4 Integral Command and Control
3.6.1 Discrete Transfer Means
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Discrete Transfer Means

A key enabling technology for Integral Transference is the establishment and use of a discrete transfer
architecture. If an original sound event to be duplicated is a compilation of discrete sound events then it
follows that a reproduced sound event should also be a compilation of discrete sound events. Not only does
this approach provide a means for optimizing definition between a plurality of discrete sound events, it also
provides a means for accomplishing other objectives key to the Integral Transference process. For instance,
when each sound source is segregated from other sound sources in a macro sound event, each rendering
appliance, can be customized to render the precise integral wave dynamics for each source. Segregated
source signals also allow for independent amplification means and amplification curves unique to each
source. The total system output volume and relative source output volumes can also be controlled and
customized in an integrated environment. As a system’s power level is elevated during playback, the
discrete source output power levels can be elevated at varying rates according to predetermined criteria.
They are not “locked in” to a relative relationship with the system volume or individual source volumes, as
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is the case when source signals are permanently mixed together during one phase of a typical recording
process. Furthermore, through the use of a dynamically reconfigurable system like the one proposed by this
paper, the intraspace dynamics between discrete sources can also be conditioned in real time as a system’s
total power level is elevated. This allows for real time alterations to dynamics such as directivity patterns,
discrete source output levels, discrete sector output levels, etc. to occur as a function of a system’s volume
levels. A real time configurable dynamic system such as this can provide an ultimate means for
optimization of all parameters at all levels of volume, for all music types in any type of venue.
Source signal segregation also establishes a means for “source interactivity”, meaning that a listener
can have the option to interact with any or all of the discrete sources during the playback process,
something the current paradigm of stereo and surround sound can not do because of the mixing process
previously mentioned—“once mixed, always mixed”. With a discrete whole sound rendering architecture
(see Fig. 3-9), a listener can choose to turn a specific source, like the drums or vocals, up down, or even off
while not interfering with other segregated sources.
Another advantage that the discrete transfer architecture provides is discrete diagnostics and discrete
equalization. If one of the segregated reproduction means is malfunctioning or in need of calibration, the
diagnostic system which is also a compilation of discrete diagnostic means, can detect the problem
independent of the other segregated reproduction means. A resolution to such problems can be segregated
as well. Equalization activity for each segregated rendering means is also beneficial as it is very difficult to
try to equalize a composite signal comprised of multiple sound sources propagating from a single pair of
planar speakers.
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Discrete Transfer Architecture
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The discrete transfer architecture is about more than segregating sound source signals, it also serves as
a transfer means for segregated INTEL data and other forms of metadata that might apply to each
segregated object module, sector module, element module, space module, or any other controllable module
within the discrete transfer architecture.
3.6.2 The INTEL Network
INTEL, an acronym for intelligence, is a key component of the ITVXT architecture. Without the INTEL
component it would be impractical to develop a discrete reproduction system for each type of sound source
for each piece of content. The INTEL function can allow a universal rendering appliance to render a
complete integral wavefront (or any derivative or modification) for any type of sound source by
reconfiguring the filtering algorithms associated with each sector module and element module within a
spherical EXT appliance. INTEL can also prompt various settings throughout the reproduction process
according to predetermined criteria such as personal preference algorithms. INTEL plays an important role
in the ITVXT diagnostic system and any corresponding equalization processes that may be available. Simply
put, the INTEL network provides the ITVXT paradigm with optimization intelligence at the system level, the
appliance level, and the component level. It also provides a means for sophisticated personalization so that
any ITVXT based rendering system can optimize the edification level for consumers, according to
predetermined criteria.
The primary INTEL categories applicable to Integral Transference are as follows: 1) source INTEL –
information about a given sound source, like its integral form properties or acoustical DNA; 2) event
INTEL – information regarding a given sound event, like the spatial relationships of a plurality of sound
sources in a given event; 3) system INTEL – information regarding a reproduction system’s capabilities so
it can be harmonized with content structure (e.g. number and type of rendering channels); 4) appliance
INTEL – information regarding a rendering appliance’s capabilities; and 5) consumer INTEL – information
regarding a consumer’s preferences and other personal settings, adaptations, etc. Other INTEL groups can
be added.
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INTEL originates from an ITVXT design function; a systematic means for extracting an integral form
model for any given sound source or any given sound event comprised of multiple sound sources. In this
process, each discrete sound source can be captured and modeled in its integral form, resulting in an
integral reality model for each source. These models can be used to synthesize a reproduction appliance
capable of projecting an integral reality model equivalent to each original sound source. Integral reality
models can be used to build filters that allow a universal spherical rendering apparatus to change its
rendering dynamics based on the type of sound source being reproduced at the time.
Source INTEL can also be used to streamline the process of transferring acoustical code from an
original event through the transfer process to a reproduction system for rendering. Once comprehensive
INTEL (e.g. integral wave equation) has been developed for a given sound source and applied to an integral
wave rendering means, it is then possible to capture a single input node from an original event and
consequently produce all output nodes from a single input node. This process, called single node capture
(see Fig. 3-17), is dependent on source INTEL developed within an ITVXT-based design function.
Therefore, it is feasible to reproduce a three-dimensional acoustical image of a given sound source with one
mono input. This is very important to the commercialization process where the availability of discrete
channels and bandwidth are currently limited. A seven piece ensemble producing a musical event could
theoretically be reproduced in its holographic form using only seven discrete datastreams, each piece of the
ensemble retaining a discrete reproduction system for reproducing its discrete integral waves in original
form, but only requiring one mono input for each source, assuming that the necessary INTEL for each of
the ensemble pieces has been predetermined by the ITVXT design function.
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Single Node Integral Transference

The ITVXT design function also plays a key role in engineering a proficient recording and reproduction
chain. Since the number of sound sources per acoustical event is variable and the system characteristics
within a home or automobile or other venue usually are constant, INTEL functions can coordinate the
number of sources, the number of available transfer channels, and the number of available reproduction
channels. Specific interface hardware and protocol can be used to reconcile discrepancies in the transfer
process. Discrete sources can be merged in order to accommodate a limited number of discrete datastreams.
Discrete datastreams can merge to share designated rendering appliances when necessary. All of these
processes can be governed by a preestablished INTEL function.
An ideal state spherical rendering appliance would have INTEL built into it or an INTEL module
driving it that allows the appliance to change its filtering dynamics in order to render virtually any type of
integral wave form produced by any type of sound source.
Supermodularization is another element that is impacted by INTEL functions. Because
supermodularization covers discrete object models for each sound event, the role of each sector module and
element module within each object module and the role of each space module including nearfield and
farfield rendering architectures can be controlled by a corresponding INTEL module. These control
schemes can be coded as metadata during the recording process or they can be programmed into a
Dynamics module for control during the reproduction process. The discrete transfer architecture not only
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transfers discrete acoustical code in the form of object datastreams, but also transfers discrete INTEL code
and other INTEL operations for use throughout different phases of a transference process.
3.6.3 Compound Rendering Means
It can be said that part of the problem with today’s state-of-the-art rendering technologies is that the
rendering architecture is usually limited in terms of adapting to variable simulation perspectives. For
instance, a home theater system may be configured to render a good surround sound experience for movies,
but in terms of rendering music-only applications, the surround sound format may not be ideal. A more
appropriate configuration for rendering music might be an architecture comprised of a plurality of discrete
sound producing appliances, each one customized according to the characteristics of the original musical
sources, possibly propagating from a frontal position to simulate an actual sound stage. The differences
between the two cases cited in the above example can be distinguished by studying two types of wave field
synthesis, Convergent Wave Field Synthesis (CWFS) and Divergent Wave Field Synthesis (DWFS) (see
Fig. 3-19).
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Rendering Perspectives

Surround sound has evolved into its current form primarily as a result of the film industry and is based
on a convergent wave field synthesis architecture meaning that the wave front is created from around the
listener and converges on him from all directions to create a surround sound effect. This is ideal for
reproducing environmental far-field type effects that the film industry often uses but is not ideal for
reproducing near-field sources such as musical instruments, or dialog, which should be rendered using a
divergent wave field synthesis (point source) to match the integral reality dynamics of the original sound
source. A nearfield source projects its integral wave form in all directions. As a source gets further from the
listener it becomes a midfield or farfield source and the integral form of the sound wave becomes less
defined and begins to approach a more planar wave. In addition to this, multiple wavefronts become
superimposed within a given soundfield as they travel away from their initially discrete sources resulting in
a more complex composite wavefront. Convergent wavefield synthesis can be used to reproduce these
types of farfield sound events.
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In the nearfield, where sound propagation is more intimate, a well defined integral wavefront is
required to match the same intimate dynamics of an original source. This is especially true for musical
instruments and the human voice. Because we “feel” music in addition to hearing it, it can be argued that
the precise rendering of integral wavefronts can play a key role in elevating the natural pleasure we receive
while listening to music, especially when ideally amplified. Current sound reproduction paradigms like
stereo and surround sound utilize a CWFS means to reproduce musical events, usually involving perceptual
effects to create a sound stage that is off in the distance with limited source definition. What continues to be
neglected by this format, in addition to the definition problem, is the importance of the nearfield threedimensional data that a musical instrument can generate, especially in intimate venues. As good as some
musical recordings today sound, we cannot imagine what a perfectly amplified, perfectly rendered musical
sound event can sound like when reproduced using a nearfield integral wave DWFS means in addition to
using a CWFS means for ambience and other farfield renderings that may be complementary to a given
musical performance.
An ideal situation would be a compound rendering architecture that could simultaneously render nearfield sources using divergent wave field synthesis means and far-field sources using convergent wave field
synthesis means (see Fig 3-20). This does not mean that the compound rendering architecture would be
limited to two domains, near and farfield, it could also be used to render multiple perspectives and multiple
domains according to the engineering criteria for a rendering system and the resources that are available as
well as the complexity of the original event that is to be rendered.
In addition, a compound rendering architecture could also be used to simulate real world acoustical
properties such as “direct sound”, “early reflections”, and “late reflections”. A nearfield architecture
(DWFS) could be used to propagate direct sound from sources like musical instruments while a
corresponding farfield architecture (CWFS) could be used, simultaneously, to render early reflections and
even late reflections if desired. This type of system could also be used to condition unwanted reflections
and even serve to cancel some of the reverberant effects of a poorly designed room. By using a compound
rendering architecture, a performance space can be reproduced from the inside-out, and then back again
from the outside-in, as sound naturally propagates within a performance space.
The advantages of a synthetic rendering means over a natural source means are numerous, not the least
of which is the ability to modify, refine, and condition sound properties within a given performance space.
Along with the supermodular protocol previously covered in this paper, the compound rendering
architecture adds another dimension to the modularization theory, in this case modularizing the nearfield
and the farfield, and any defined perspective in between.
Convergent Wave Field Synthesis (CWFS)
(e.g. Surround Sound)

Divergent Wave Field Synthesis (DWFS)
(e.g. Integral Transference)

CWFS Architecture

DWFS Architecture

Compound Architecture
(CWFS + DWFS)

Fig. 3-20
Compound Rendering Architecture
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Farfield events can sometimes be rendered using a nearfield architecture due to scaling and other
special perceptual effects but it is very difficult if at all possible for farfield rendering means to effectively,
in its integral form, render a nearfield source. A compound rendering means allows for nearfield sources to
be rendered using a means optimized for the nearfield while simultaneously allowing farfield sources to be
rendered using a means optimized for the farfield. Other rendering perspectives can also exist. Using the
Integral Transference protocol outlined in this paper, multiple rendering perspectives can be engineered
into a compound rendering architecture and optimized according to predetermined criteria.
3.6.4 Integral Command and Control
The integral command and control (ICC) component of the ITVXT paradigm operates in conjunction
with the concepts of supermodularization and INTEL functions and includes the user’s ability to interact
discretely with the reproduction process via a user interface (see Fig. 3-21). As covered earlier, when
applying supermodularization, the original event is deconstructed into object modules, sector modules,
element modules and space modules and is then transferred to a reproduction system that reconstructs these
modules for the purposes of reproduction. Potentially each module, or each object, or each object group can
be controlled by the integral command and control system (see Fig. 3-22). The INTEL functions are
capable of automatically controlling the ITVXT system modules, but the integral command and control
system provides a means for manually controlling these systems and components as well. Programmable
functions also exist. This includes the ability to program a reproduction system to match the ideal operating
parameters for a given venue, a given piece of content, or a given consumer.
Another component of the integral command and control process is the diagnostic component. Because
the reproduction system is a compilation of discrete rendering systems each rendering means can retain its
own diagnostic system which in turn feeds into a central diagnostic processor allowing all components and
all modules to be monitored and controlled throughout a recording and reproduction process. Because of
the discrete nature of the supermodularization protocol (object-oriented integrated control), the integral
command and control feature of the ITVXT paradigm offers unprecedented control over virtually every
aspect of a reproduced sound event, including discrete source interactivity during playback, a feature
unattainable with stereo or even today’s discrete surround sound formats. If supermodularization can lead
to an ideal architecture, the integral command and control of each module within SMIT can lead to an ideal
control means.
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4. The Applications
4.1 Multidiscipline Breakthroughs
4.2 Integral Amplification
4.3 Integral Standardization
4.4 (E) Optimization
4.5 Modular Design Function
4.6 Live Sound Application

4.1 Multidiscipline Breakthroughs
The integral transference paradigm should produce scientific and commercial breakthroughs in various
disciplines throughout the audio industry.
The scientific community which includes physical acoustics and other branches of the acoustical
sciences should begin to pursue new angles in holographic rendering and holographic juxtapositioning for
the purposes of perfecting sound reproduction and for the purposes of advancing the diagnostic capabilities
of sound reproduction in general. For instance, the scientific community can be expected to pursue
advancements in the ability to identify discrete sources in a complex soundfield. This process can be
refined by developing source intelligence through holographic modeling of sound sources and interrogating
these models with samples from spherical or partial spherical data points. This should result in new
algorithms for identifying sources based on a careful analysis of a given soundfield’s three-dimensional
properties and its intraspace dynamics, allowing for multipoint sampling to infer conclusions hereto forth
unattainable. In other words, soundfields comprised of sources integrated together in the physical domain
(during discrete source rendering as proposed by the ITVXT paradigm), are much more discernable (in terms
of identifying sound sources via sampling data) than soundfields comprised of sources integrated together
in the signal domain (mixing source signals during recording or transmission process). In the latter case, a
composite soundfield is rendered via common articulation appliances; for example, a pair of stereo
loudspeakers rendering a five piece ensemble as a composite wavefront. In the ITVXT case, the composite
wavefront is created in the physical domain as five separate mono appliances propagate each of the five
discrete sources used in this example.
The audiophile community can expect significant breakthroughs in the recording and reproduction of
musical events and other sound events that use ITVXT-based technologies and protocols. They should be
very interested in the potential for ideal sound reproduction and the ability to amplify sound ideally, among
other things. Also important to the audiophile community is the prospect of an objective means for
evaluating sound sources and sound events, and the potential development of a common sonic language
that will help establish reference standards and other common denominators for evaluating sonic events
more objectively. Any technology that increases reliability in the recording end of the reproduction
equation, and helps harmonize all phases of the transference chain, from capture to articulation, should be
well accepted.
The consumer electronics industry should experience industry wide breakthroughs related to the
supermodularization concept using cheaper components and novel configurations to create quantum leap
improvements in soundfield definition and discrete controllability. As the industry evolves, we can expect
to see ITVXT-based systems utilizing the highest quality components and most advanced INTEL appliances
to create sonic experiences never before seen or heard. The evolutionary design of the ITVXT modular
architecture, while challenging at first, should in the long run provide a synergy within the industry for
stabilizing and stimulating industry growth. A strong component market for hardware, INTEL software,
and content should result.
The music industry, from top to bottom, should experience one of its biggest revolutions in decades
considering that with integral transference, the live studio experience can be transferred to the consumer in
its exact form along with algorithms that can change the form according to predetermined criteria. Artists
should become more involved in how their music is rendered by using an ITVXT-based rendering system in
the studio to hear how some of the playback modifications might sound. Multiple versions of a single piece
of content can be programmed into the ITVXT INTEL system, giving artists and producers a chance to add
value to content in the form of playback algorithms. Artists should also have more opportunities to be
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involved in the visual renderings of their productions beyond the traditional music video (to be covered in a
separate paper).
Consumers can expect breathtaking experiences because of the ability to perfectly amplify and render
sound. (E)gorithms can be used to tailor sonic experiences to the personal likes of consumers. The sound
reproduction systems of the future should create a new social experience including virtual concerts, living
room concerts and other types of events that are based on the primary element of sound. Ultimately it is
possible that the consumer can program his reproduction and rendering system to create altered states of
musical consciousness, experiencing music at such an emotional level that it rivals other primal forms of
pleasure. The high end audio market can already deliver these types of Nirvana experiences, but only for
select content and select venues. A soundfield sculptured from the inside out using a compound rendering
architecture, along with a standardized recording format, can elevate the Nirvana experience above even
the best experiences available today, and do it for any piece of content on command.
We can also expect to see a revolution in the content industry. The ITVXT paradigm presents significant
opportunities for content to be reconfigured according to new protocols and sold to consumers through
various mediums including high-density discs like DVD-A, the internet, satellite radio, and other highdensity mediums that exist today and those that will emerge in the near future. Because this new paradigm
requires a radically new architecture and recording protocol it is likely that hack-proof copyright software
can be engineered into the new format’s design, both in terms of software and hardware.

4.2 Integral Amplification
As stated earlier, the amplification of sound is one area in the sound reproduction paradigm that has
gone unchanged for decades in terms of describing an output signal as an elevated duplicate of its
corresponding input signal. While this may be an accurate definition for amplification, the problem that
exists in the current sound reproduction paradigm is this: what if the input signal is compromised (e.g.
paradigmatic distortion resulting in an incomplete representation of the event to be duplicated)? Under
these conditions, the output becomes an elevated version of a compromised input. Furthermore, what if the
input signal is a compilation of compromised signals mixed together, a common practice in the recording
industry (mixing)? The output is further compromised due to the compounding effect created by mixing
paradigmatically distorted signals together.
The Integral Transference paradigm tackles the amplification process in a novel manner, attempting to
amplify a source’s output rather than limiting itself to an input signal that, under the current paradigm, is
spatially and dimensionally challenged. If an original event consists of three sound entities and those sound
entities are captured in their integral form and transferred to a reproduction means and reproduced in their
integral form, then the amplification process should articulate an amplified version of the integral wave
form for each entity—a process called integral amplification.
Once an integral reality model is created for a given sound source, the amplification of that model can
take place in the modeling domain and an appropriate rendering appliance can be engineered to create the
amplified integral waveform with little or no distortion. Also important to the amplification process is the
discrete nature of the transfer architecture, meaning that each sound source in an original event can be
captured, transferred, and reproduced as discrete entities, allowing the amplification process to be
customized for that specific entity rather than using universal type components that amplify and render all
sounds in the same form, usually a planar waveform. By focusing on discrete entities for amplification, not
only can the rendering appliance reproduce an amplified version of an integral wave form but the definition
between sound sources can also remain intact and the amplification curves in terms of how each sound
source is amplified relative to other sound sources and relative to the overall system volume can be
customized and adjusted to optimize a venue’s intraspace dynamics and match individual preferences.
INTEL modules can be utilized to control the integral wave rendering appliances to insure that the
integral waveform amplification that takes place in the modeling domain manifests itself in the electrophysical domain (the actual production of the sound wave). Furthermore, utilization of a supermodular
architecture and protocol like the one proposed in this paper presents an unprecedented opportunity to
optimize the use of power by distributing the necessary power needed (and nothing more) to each piece of
power grid (sectors) in a dynamic fashion as determined by the INTEL function for a given piece of
content. Loudspeaker sectors and power grid sectors establish a modular means for optimizing these
parameters.
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Integral Amplification

Integral scalability operates in conjunction with integral amplification as part of the ITVXT integral
hyperization function. If an acoustical guitar is capable of producing an integral wave at a certain natural
amplification, and it is desired to amplify the natural waveform by a factor of five, it would be beyond the
natural ability of the guitar to produce a loudness of that magnitude. Through electronics, we can go into
the hyper domain (beyond the natural domain), but a key objective is to retain the integral waveform during
the hyperization process. The same concept applies to scalability. An integral wave can be scaled down into
a micro domain or it can be scaled up into a macro domain, retaining the integral wave form of the original
source, or any desired modification thereof.
The ITVXT paradigm provides a means for scaling a sound event into a macro or micro domain,
meaning that individual sound entities can be spaced according to an original sound event’s spatial
relationships and can be sized according to the venue designated for playback. For instance, if a five piece
band is recorded in a studio but played back in a automobile, the Integral Transference rendering system
can be scaled down to match the venue size. On the other hand, if the reproduction venue is an outdoor
amphitheatre, the rendering appliances can be scaled up in size and scope to meet the reproduction
requirement of a large environment, all of this taking place with little or no distortions to the integral wave
form of the original event. Obviously, deviations can be engineered or created as desired or as mandated by
resources, but in theory, the projection up and down in scale would take place with no distortions to the
original wave form of the original event.

4.3 Integral Standardization
Another important application for Integral Transference will be the ability to create an objective
reference standard for establishing a common sonic language and protocol for classifying sound sources in
their original form and in their reproduced form. An objective means is first created by establishing a
reality reference standard for natural sound sources. This not only includes individual DNA type models for
individual sound sources, but also macro models that show where these sound sources are at any point in
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time and how they move relative to one another, or relative to a predefined point, as a function of time.
Reality reference standards in the micro domain can be developed in accordance with the integral reality
diagnostic vehicle previously covered in this paper. What could result is a new sonic language for
describing and modeling original sound events, real or synthetic, and describing and modeling the
attempted reproduction of such events, classifying a reproduction by how it deviates or how it conforms to
an original reference standard.

4.4 (E) Optimization
(E) Optimization could be the most important application for the Integral Transference paradigm. As
stated earlier, (E), the acronym for edification or enjoyment, is the primary reason that people listen to
music and other sound events. If the ability to reproduce sound in a pure form and amplify such purity can
significantly elevate individual (E) levels, then the ITVXT paradigm becomes an (E) catalyst which in turn
may prompt a content catalyst meaning that more people would want to listen to more music reproduced in
a more perfect way.
(E)models would be developed through research and development in listening laboratories so that
certain sound reproduction methods and certain modifications and derivatives and hybrids of natural wave
forms can be determined to be appealing to all people or certain groups of people. (E)gorithms appeal to
specific preferences by specific people as opposed to (E)models which appeal to a broader spectrum of
people within certain broader type parameters. (E)gorithms can eventually be programmed into each
individual system once his or her preferences are determined. For instance, someone might like the
percussion to be stronger than someone else and therefore most of the sound reproduction that they
experience will have an elevated percussion level. Some may desire to hear full integral wave form
reproductions while others may desire frontal-projection only. Some may require certain ambience to be
reproduced others may prefer no ambience to be reproduced. These (E)gorithms will be able to be easily
programmed or adjusted during the playback process according to each individuals criteria—all as a result
of the novel configuration of the ITVXT paradigm. (E) is something that appeals to everyone and there are
certain common denominators related to (E) that can and will be discovered and categorized, but the
bottom line for (E) Optimization is to maximize the (E) production level for each individual according to
the resources provided for their system. ITVXT provides an objective means for accomplishing this key
aspect of the Sonic Holy Grail.

4.5 Modular Design Function
Another key application for Integral Transference is the Modular Design Function (MDF). The MDF
is based on the concept of supermodularization as discussed earlier and the fact that we can build an
evolutionary architecture that can be gradually pieced together over time to achieve an ideal state system.
For instance, if someone cannot afford a seven channel discrete whole sound playback system they can first
buy the percussion and bass breakout systems that would breakout the bass guitar, percussions, and the bass
drum, utilizing special rendering appliances for these sound sources, while up-mixing the other sound
sources together and playing them over a traditional stereo type format or via a point source appliance for
combined sound groups. Over time, as resources permit, the consumer can add additional rendering
appliances and change the up-mix to apply to whatever sound sources do not have special ITVXT rendering
appliances. Furthermore each rendering appliance can be modular as well, and gradually be built up from a
partial integral form to a full integral form over time.
Also, key to this modular design function is the fact that the sector modules and element modules can
be replaced as needed. This allows for cheaper components to be used at first to make it affordable for the
masses, relying on the system’s novel configuration for sound improvement. Over time, better quality
element modules can be added to create incrementally better resolutions. The breakout of discrete sources
will retain a linear “cost” to “sonic improvement” curve, but the refinement of source resolution should
eventually result in an exponential curve similar to the one we are experiencing now in the current
paradigm(s), but this could be twenty years or more into the future. The bottom line is that a consumer will
ultimately get a lot bigger bang for his buck using ITVXT-based technologies for some time to come.
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4.6 Live Sound Applications
“Live Sound” reproduction can be quite different than studio recording and reproduction processes,
primarily because of the lack of a recording medium and the challenges created by “live” microphones.
While commercial recording applications must always take into consideration the specifications and
limitations of a recording medium (e.g. the number of available channels, bandwidth, etc.), live sound
applications are not bound by the same limitations, yet most live sound reproduction systems are
configured remarkably similar to reproduction systems used when recording onto a medium. Inputs from
discrete sound producing entities are usually routed into a central mixing board where some or all of the
sound signals are mixed together and then outputted to a bank of amplifiers and loudspeakers. Large venue
applications can be quite complex in terms of modern day sound engineering, yet many of the engineering
benefits offered by ITVXT can be applied to large venue applications as well, resulting in more articulate,
more controllable macro sound events even for live venue applications. When live sound applications mix
sound source signals together and then share output devices like amplifiers and loudspeakers, many of the
key components for rendering precise reproductions are dismissed (e.g. precise source definition,
customized object oriented rendering, integral wave amplification, macro-micro scalability, to name a few).
Live Event Elements

Traditional Live Event Rendering Means

Stereo Paradigm
Live Event Elements

Integral Transference Live Event Rendering Means*

Integral Transference Paradigm
*This is a theoretical configuration. It does not take into account real life
issues like "feedback". These issues can be addressed separately.

Fig. 4-2
“Live Event” Rendering

The Integral Transference paradigm proposes a novel approach for engineering and building live sound
reproduction systems. The formula is the same as it would be for recording and reproducing sound events
under ideal circumstances, only without the recording medium. Integral transference still applies because
an original event (unamplified) is transferred to a larger space, even though the time and place components
remain the same. An objective is to amplify and render an original event while retaining an original event’s
distinct unamplified qualities (e.g. discrete source definition, integral wave characteristics, integral wave
amplification, integral wave scalability, integral spatial congruency of discrete sound sources, tonal
accuracy, etc.) if desirable. Other rendering configurations can be selected as well. When using the “exact
analog” approach as mentioned, an electronically amplified version of an original event becomes an
enlarged version of the unamplified event. In theory, an electronically enhanced version of an original
event should maintain the same pure, undistorted qualities of the unenhanced version, only with broader
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reach and higher intensity (see Fig. 4-3). This should be a goal for “Live Sound” applications that use
acoustic instruments, or at least, a starting point. If modifications are desired, for instance because of the
acoustics of a given venue or the preferences of a given sound engineer, then such modifications can be
described in terms of how they deviate from an ideal state integral form. As described earlier in section
4.2.5, this provides an objective reference point for describing and evaluating modifications and other
deviations to a sound event’s integral form.
Obviously “live” applications for sound
reproduction/reinforcement can introduce a host of challenging parameters that must be addressed from
venue to venue and from artist to artist, but by establishing an integral form reference standard for
describing such alterations, it is feasible to expect a common sonic language to be used, providing a more
objective basis for describing and implementing “live” sound specifications for future applications.
Acoustic Domain

(no electronics)

Unamplified
Reach

Audience

Electronic Domain

Undistorted
Amplified Reach

Audience

Fig. 4-3
“Live Event” Integral Transference
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5. Conclusion
5.1 The (E) Commodity
5.2 The New Context

5.1 The (E) Commodity
It can be argued that (E) (an acronym for edification), is one of the most important commodities on the
market today. In general, people are motivated to spend money for two primary reasons: 1) to purchase a
product or service that will save them time, money, or effort, or 2) to purchase a product or service that
makes them feel good or edifies them. Recent research has indicated that most people get a pleasurable
buzz from listening to loud music[6]. Imagine the level of (E) listeners can achieve from ideally amplified
sound matched to personal styles and tastes.
(E)gorithms are specific sounds and modification to sounds that produce elevated levels of (E) in
individuals. Once such (E) producing algorithms have been defined and modeled, entire systems can be
programmed to reproduce and render these types of sounds on command.
The music industry and much of the sound industry admittedly are in the business of harnessing and
distributing (E) based content and systems. The ITVXT paradigm should supplement these objectives by
serving as a quantifiable (E) catalyst, quantifiable in the sense that while (E) may be difficult to quantify,
Z(E) or the change in (E) is not. The (E) modeling protocol proposed in this paper and covered in a
separate patent application addresses this issue. The entire process of defining, modeling, and optimizing
(E), in terms of reproduced sound events, is enabled by the ITVXT paradigm.

5.2 The New Context
The ITVXT paradigm establishes a new context for sound reproduction, a context based on reality, not a
facsimile of reality. Why is the reproduction of reality so important? Because if you can reproduce reality,
you can theoretically reproduce anything, simply by following the same methodology and protocol as used
when defining and reproducing reality. Furthermore, a common axiom for building and defining all sounds,
natural or otherwise, can be established, in terms of how each sound deviates from a reference articulation
model in a given sound family.
Even in the world of cyber music and electronic sound synthesis, where no natural source for modeling
exists, we can expect to establish an acceptable spectrum of standardized sound source models that artists
and producers can use to select and encode their desired articulation properties for specific sound sources
and an overall sound event. Exactly how this is done is the subject of a separate patent application and
cannot be disclosed at this time. The ITVXT paradigm is designed to reproduce models of sound sources, in
addition to sound content. Once a source is modeled, the ITVXT system can reproduce the model precisely.
It is still up to an artist to produce beautiful content.
One area that may prove to be bigger than any other in the new context could be the way in which we
can modify sound sources and original events on an individual basis. Someone may determine that a
modified piano sound is much more appealing, especially at high levels of amplitude, than a regular piano.
Therefore a user may choose to substitute the sound of a modified piano during playback in place of the
sound of a real piano (or whatever source originally used).
At first, artists and producers may not be drawn to this concept. However, if it has a significant impact
on the amount of content sold and the price they can sell it for, you can expect them to embrace this
variable sound model enthusiastically. They would still control the substance of the content and the default
mix, but the user would have final control over the “sound” component. A microcosm of this already exists
with the graphic equalizer, where a user can alter the frequency component of a reproduced event. An
ITVXT-based equalizer would provide many more control options. Users will be able to control individual
sound sources, their volume, their tonal balance, their directivity, their amplification curves, and their
relative settings in terms of the overall sound event, among other things.
Once the Integral Transference paradigm is introduced and applied and people hear what ideally
reproduced sound and ideally amplified sound can sound like, it is likely that demand will drive the
industry to one of its largest paradigm shifts in history. A sagging consumer electronics industry and a
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depressed music industry should welcome the potential of such a powerful catalyst. The consumer will
have the ultimate say in all of this, and if consumer (E) levels can be significantly elevated by a paradigm
shift of this magnitude, you can expect that to be the ultimate catalyst for change.
In the December 1994, issue of Stereophile magazine, John Atkinson ended his “As We See It” article
with these words, “Whatever, perhaps it is time to look at reinventing the concept of reproduced sound.”
The Integral Transference paradigm proposes such a reinvention. [7]
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